If you manufacture parts for firearms that are made of metal such as bolts, clips, firing pins, muzzles, brackets or barrels, you undoubtedly fight rust. Many manufacturers use hazardous solvents and messy oil-based RPs to prevent rust, methods that require manpower to apply (and later to remove) and that increase risk to the environment, the worksite and to the health of employees.

ARMOR products eliminate wasted time, expense and the burden that rust could compromise the performance and safety of the firearm and ultimately its user.

To protect your metal parts while in process, in transit or in storage, “choose your weapon” from ARMOR’s extensive product line of ARMOR WRAP® paper, ARMOR POLY® film or bags, or emitters/foam pads from the ARMOR SHIELD® line.

**ARMOR PRODUCT BENEFITS**

- **CLEAN:** no messy oils/grease
- **SAFE:** non-toxic, environmentally friendly
- **EASY:** clean, dry application
- **DUAL PROTECTION:** products offer combined barrier and rust prevention protection
- **SEEING IS BELIEVING:** patented Bright Idea Technology™ provides visible proof of technology
- **STOCK & READY PROGRAM:** extensive in-stock inventory with no order minimums and turbo fast shipping
ERADICATORS OF RUST

PAPER

ARMOR WRAP® VCI paper is impregnated with safe, water-based rust preventatives on BOTH-sides of the paper to allow for optimal rust protection and ease-of-use.

POLY FILMS

ARMOR POLY® VCI films combine the benefit of barrier packaging with anti-corrosion protection in easy-to-use forms.

EMITTERS

ARMOR SHIELD® emitters come in various forms from foam pads to emitting devices to prevent corrosion in electrical boxes, export containers or anywhere where packaging is not feasible.

RUST REMOVER & PREVENTATIVE SPRAY

ARMOR offers non-toxic, non-hazardous, water-based rust removal and prevention with its Metal Rescue® and preventative Dry Coat™.

WHAT IS VCI?

Armor Protective Packaging® takes safe and effective water-based rust preventatives (Vapor Corrosion Inhibitors) and infuses them into easy-to-use packaging materials to prevent rust during shipping, storage or in-process applications. Metal is enclosed inside ARMOR product where VCI ions form a 2-3 molecule thick shield of protection that repels rust and its costly results.

WHO RELIES ON ARMOR?

Since 1979, ARMOR has been Taking the Work Out of Your Workday for companies around the globe such as:

INTERNATIONAL HEADQUARTERS  1551 N. Burkhart Rd. (P.O. Box 828) Howell, MI 48855
PHONE 800.365.1117 • 517.546.1117  FAX 248.573.0241    info@armorvci.com or visit www.armorvci.com.
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